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NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
January Foreign Reserves End Up Above US$ 2BN, 
First Time in About a Year

Global Digital Payments Giant Visa Expresses 
Confidence in Recovery and Growth of Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka’s external reserves surpassed two billion dollars in January, reflecting gradual improvement in the foreign exchange conditions 

in the domestic market which was made possible due to a slew of tightening measures and also due to the acceleration in the foreign 

currency inflows, recently. 

According to the latest data available, Sri Lanka ended January with US$ 2,120 million in foreign currency reserves, compared to US$ 1,898 

million in December 2022. 

This includes however the US$ 1.4 billion equivalent Chinese Yuan denominated swap line which has limitations in its use. 

The recent data also pointed to continued acceleration in remittances, tourism and exports, although the latter has seen some softening 

due to global conditions. 

The Central Bank raised rates and the government limited certain imports last year to rein in on foreign currency outflows amid the worst 

shortage of foreign currency seen last year. 

Reflecting this relative improvement seen in the foreign exchange market, the Central Bank became a big net buyer of foreign currency 

from the domestic foreign exchange market in January. 

The Central Bank purchased US$ 348.79 million in foreign currency while it sold US$ 137.64 million, becoming a net purchaser of  

US$ 211.15 million. 

(February 13, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

Global leader in digital payments Visa yesterday expressed confidence in the recovery and growth 

of Sri Lanka as a market especially with improvement in tourist arrivals.

The optimism was shared by Visa Asia Pacific Senior Vice President Head of Risk Joe Cunningham 

during an interaction with journalists in Colombo.

He said that businesses should be able to provide a variety of payment options as consumers are 

accustomed to, in their home countries – be it cards, tap and pay/contactless payments, QR code 

payments, online/ecommerce payments etc.

 “Transforming Sri Lanka into a technologically adept society is essential to aid recovery,” he said, 

adding that over 1 million SMEs accounting for approximately 75% of all businesses contribute up 

to 52% of the GDP and 45% of employment. “Increased tourism complemented with robust payments infrastructure will aid the recovery 

of SMEs which is the backbone of Sri Lanka’s economy,” the Visa Asia Pacific’s Senior Vice President emphasised. 

(February 8, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Visa Asia Pacific Senior Vice President 
Head of Risk Joe Cunningham 

Pic by Upul Abayasekara



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
EU-FAO to Provide Fertilisers, Seeds, Training to  
Sri Lanka’s Most Vulnerable Paddy Farmers

Sri Lanka Sees Rebound in Air Connectivity
By Charumini de Silva

The European Union (EU) has allocated four 

million euros (approximately Rs.1.5 billion) in 

grants for fertilisers, seeds and training to the 

most vulnerable farmers, as a response to the 

agriculture and food security crisis in Sri Lanka. 

These funds will be implemented by the 

Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) in  

Sri Lanka. The action has been officially 

launched on 7th February in Colombo.  

The recent economic crisis severely impacted 

all farmers in the country, especially smallholder 

farmers cultivating lands of up to 0.5 ha. The 

project will support 41,000 smallholder farmers 

As per the latest statistics, 20 top global international airlines are operating in the country and have almost come to pre-pandemic 

frequency levels.

Apart from the national carrier, SriLankan Airlines; Emirates, Qatar Airways, Singapore Airlines, Edelweiss Air, Air France, Air India, China 

Eastern, Gulf Air, Etihad, Malaysian Airlines, Oman Air, Indigo, Air Asia and Fits Air are the airlines operating direct flights to the country. 

In addition, there are a number of code-share flights operating into Colombo and Mattala.

Emirates operates 27 flights per week now, against 28 flights operated in pre-pandemic 2019, and Qatar Airways has 23 flights operating 

per week whereas it had 35 flights operated in 2019. Air India’s frequency per week is 10 at present compared to the 14 flights in 2019, 

Etihad has resumed 6 flights per week from the 14 frequencies per week in 2019.Gulf Air has 14 flights per week at present showing an 

increase of seven frequencies from pre-pandemic 2019, whilst China Eastern had resumed the four frequencies per week same as in 2019.

(February 6, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

cultivating land holdings of up to 0.5 ha in the districts of Polonnaruwa, Badulla, Ampara and Hambantota. They will each receive a 50 kg 

bag of urea for the 2023 Yala cropping season. In addition to that, targeted capacity building will be provided to those farmers as well as 

extension workers on how to use fertiliser efficiently, reduce actual needs for chemical fertiliser, enhance the use of organic fertiliser and 

improve long-term soil fertility. 

(February 8, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
SL Exploring Ways to Adopt India’s Cross-Border 
Digital Payment Systems to Attract More Tourists
By Nishel Fernando

Canned Fish Industry to Earn Dollars
By Bandula Sirimanna

Eyeing to welcome 250,000 Indian tourists this year, Sri Lanka is 

exploring the possibility of adopting India’s home-grown cross-border 

digital payment systems as part of the country’s strategy to lure in more 

Indian tourists by enabling a cashless travel experience.

In an interview with an Indian news agency last weekend, Sri Lanka 

High Commissioner to India Milinda Moragoda revealed that enabling 

payments using RuPay card and RuPay mechanism is being considered 

as a part of the country’s tourism strategy. 

A growing number of countries have adopted the RuPay card and the 

Unified Payments Interface (UPI) payment system through partnerships. 

RuPay currently dominates India’s debit card market while competing 

with global payment card giants in the credit card sector.

(February 6, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

Sri Lanka’s canned fish producers are ready to increase production for the export market after, for the first time, making the country  

self-sufficient in canned fish. The canned fish industry has been encouraged by the special commodity levy on canned fish imports to 

Rs.200 from Rs.100, industry sources said.

Local factories are currently producing 300,000 cans per day surpassing the daily demand of 250,000 and thereby there’s no need to 

import canned fish. The industry can export canned fish earning much needed foreign exchange for the country while saving over US$ 

70 million annually.

The production cost of manufacturing has been increased at present due to high prices of a kilo of Linna fish which increased to Rs. 700 

at present from Rs. 200 sometime back to retailers. The market price is Rs 700 per can and the people cannot afford buy it resulted in a 

sales drop at present.

At present canned fish importers are mushrooming and the imported products flood the market making it difficult for local manufacturers 

to compete with them.

(February 5, 2023, www.sundaytimes.lk)



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
CSE to Expand Product Suite, Build Infrastructure

B2B Meeting between Exporters and Russian Biz 
Delegation

The Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) digitalisation has managed to triple the number of investors within two years and expanding the 

product suite offering a wider range for investors to choose from while building proper infrastructure will be the focus this year.

The market operator has commissioned the London Stock Exchange Group for a clearing system. The framing of the rules has started, 

Rajeeva Bandaranaike, CEO, CSE said noting the CSE has incorporated a subsidiary called CSE Clear to act as the clearing company and 

by mid this year will see the CSE setting up the CCP. 

Immediately regulated short selling and stock borrowing and lending will be introduced, which will have a fair bit of traction in the market, 

he said.

“We are planning to introduce debt-related products such as green bonds and perpetual bonds as soon as possible.”

Real Estate Investment Trusts which is the only new product the CSE has introduced in the recent past, have not taken off very well.

“Rental yields have not been giving required returns. Also, we found a few gaps in the framework of this product, and with the regulator 

these are now being closed.”

The CSE has also discussed with the Securities and Exchange Commission to tweak or amend the rules to accommodate State-Owned 

Enterprises (SOEs) in going public without compromising the continuous listing requirements.

(February 5, 2023, www.sundaytimes.lk)

A high-level business delegation from the Sverdlovsk 

Regional Government of the Russian Federation visited 

Sri Lanka for a three-day program. Honorary Consul of 

Sri Lanka in Sverdlovsk Region, Vladimir Smirnov led the 

delegation which included prominent business leaders 

from the region. Over 40 Sri Lankan exporters were 

present.

The interested products sectors for the Russian 

delegation were cosmetics, spices and tea, seafood, 

gems, and coconut-based products.

The event was an opportunity for the Sri Lankan exporters to network with some of the most influential business leaders in the Sverdlovsk 

Regional Government of Russian Federation to connect and explore potential partnerships and collaborations as well as learn more about 

the business climate and opportunities to expand the existing trade relations with Russia.

(February 5, 2023, www.sundayobserver.lk)

The B2B session in progress



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
Hyosung Organic and Bio Inaugurates Sri Lanka’s 
Largest Organic Fertiliser Manufacturing Plant

SL Among Top 10 Most Instagrammable Places  
In the World

Korean Envoy Santhush Woonjin Jeong 

attended the inauguration ceremony 

of a Korean company in Sri Lanka, 

Hyosung Organic and Bio’s (Hyosung 

ONB) New Expansion Fertiliser 

Plant in Pannala. He commended its 

contribution to the development of the 

agricultural sector in Sri Lanka. 

The island nation has been recognised as one of the 50 most ‘instagrammable’ places 

in the world in 2023 by bigseventravel.com. Ranked in the ninth position, Sri Lanka 

stands tall between Bali, Indonesia (eighth rank) and Sydney, Australia (10th rank). 

The tropical country is described as a small island nation that may not be as  

well-known as some of the other destinations but definitely worth a visit. 

Other destinations that made it to the top 10 list (by order of ranking) are Milan, Italy; 

London, England; Paris, France; Istanbul, Turkey; New York, USA; Nepal; Chicago, 

USA; Bali, Indonesia and Sydney, Australia.

(February 2, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

“This is a great example of Korea’s state-of-the-art technology being used to realise Sri Lanka’s potential with its rich human capital. This 

plant uses fully automated state-of-the-art technology as well as a process and packaging system for an uninterrupted supply of organic 

fertiliser. As Sri Lanka’s largest organic fertiliser manufacturing plant, I am sure that it will support the Sri Lankan people and its economy 

in achieving a future free of chemicals and a healthier nation”.

“The Korean Government is now encouraging Korean companies to promote exports and investment cooperation with other countries 

including Sri Lanka by establishing and promoting a Task Force led by the President of Korea.”

(February 2, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Billionaire Venture Capitalist Tim Draper Says Bitcoin and 
AI Can Position SL Paradise for Global Entrepreneurs
By Nishel Fernando

Billionaire venture capitalist Tim Draper proposes Sri Lanka to adopt bitcoin as its currency while enabling cross industry adoption of 

artificial intelligence (AI) through 5G to position the country as paradise for global entrepreneurs.

Draper insisted that Sri Lanka could replicate the success of El Salvador and Estonia that adopted the latest technologies to transform 

their nations. El Salvador wasn’t particularly interesting country for anybody. Then they adopted bitcoin as their national currency.  

Then, people started flooding there. Estonia wasn’t very particularly interesting either. Then they created the virtual residency programme, 

digitised identity, digital voting, digital parking, etc. If you get known for something around the world and you put up that banner, 

everybody is going to come to your country,” he elaborated. In particular, he stressed that for a country such as Sri Lanka, which had seen 



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA

2022 Exports Top $ 13 B Mark But Falls below  
$ 16 B Target

Sri Lanka’s merchandise exports in 2022 achieved $ 13.07 

billion, up by 5% from 2021 sustaining its resilience, but fell 

short $ 1.03 billion from the set target.

As per provisional data released by EDB on 30th January 

2023, merchandise exports have sustained the growth 

momentum in the 12-month haul up by 4.6% from 2021, 

though the estimated value of services exports of last year 

decreased by 6% to $ 1.87 billion. The services exports 

estimated by EDB consist of ICT/BPM, construction, financial 

services and transport and logistics.

Although the expected targets for 2022 were not possible 

to achieve, EDB Chief said as a country everyone should be 

extremely proud and supportive of the export sector’s immense contribution to the national economy at the worst times.

It added the decline was due to the recovery of global demand, ongoing recession in major markets due to the rising cost of production, 

energy and predictions of a contracting economy going forward. 

Time Draper  
(Pic by Pradeep Pathirana)

its fiat currency depreciating by 80% in six months, makes 

sense to adopt decentralized bitcoin as the official currency.

He mentioned that the decentralised virtual currencies such 

as bitcoin has the potential to avert a future economic crisis 

driven by excess money printing and reckless fiscal spending. 

“It’s global, transparent, keeps perfect records, faster way to 

send money and everything is better. I believe next revolution, 

bitcoin and then AI, have the potential to be even bigger 

than what internet was,” he said. In addition, he noted that 

by replacing fiat currency with bitcoin, the government could 

increase its tax collections while reducing corruption and 

unnecessary expenditure.

(February 2, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

Major exports during January-December 2022

Apparel and textile export earnings increased by 10% to $ 5.9 billion in 2022 from a year earlier. Electrical and Electronic Components 

(EEC) export income increased by 14.68% to $ 483.28 million in the period of January to December 2022 compared to the corresponding 

period of 2021. The export of insulated wires increased by 14.51% in the year 2022 to $ 80.96 million compared with the corresponding 

period of 2021. In addition, the export of printed circuits, switches/ boards and panels, electrical transformers and other electrical and 

electronic products increased by 75.54%, 12.81%, 3.34% and 16.51% respectively in the period from January to December 2022 compared 

with the corresponding period of 2021.

However, export earnings from seafood decreased by 1.81% to $ 269.02 million in the period from January to December 2022 from a 

year earlier. Tea export earnings decreased by 4.95% YoY to $ 1.25 billion in 2022.Rubber and rubber finished products export earnings 

decreased by 6.79% YoY to $ 1.01 billion in 2022 attributed to lower export of industrial and surgical gloves (-19.0%). Export earnings from 

coconut and coconut-based products recorded a decrease of 2.27% YoY to $ 817.09 million. Spices and essential oils decreased by 18.93% 

to $ 370.3 million in 2022 compared to 2021 due to the poor performance in all the sub-categories; cinnamon (-5.75%), pepper (-33.34%), 

cloves (-42.12%), cardamom (-53.33%) and essential oils (-33.83%).



NEWS UPDATES FROM SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka’s export performance in major markets

Sri Lanka’s export performance in regions

Moderate export growth was recorded for the top 15 export markets from the period of January to December 2022.In 2022, exports to the 

US – Sri Lanka’s single largest export destination, increased by 8.19% to over $ 3.31 billion recording a substantial performance compared 

to 2021. Exports to the UK, as the second largest trading partner, recorded an increase to $ 966.04 million, up by 11.68% YoY, which was 

mainly driven by the expansion in apparel and textile exports (5.37%).

On a region-wise comparison exports to all regions except African and CIS countries, and exports to other regions increased during the 

year 2022 compared with the year 2021. In 2022, the breakdown of exports to the top five EU markets accounted for 78% of Sri Lanka’s 

merchandise exports — Germany $ 744.57 million (down by 1.27%), Italy $ 640.18 million (up by 10.58%), Netherlands $ 428.27 million (up 

by 0.60%), Belgium $ 307.68 million (down by 7.97%) and France $ 257.52 million (up by 4.72%).

(January 31, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Ideal Time to Invest In Start-Ups
By Duruthu Edirimuni Chandrasekera

Digital transformation is still growing rapidly, and often, this is the only way to accomplish the competence to meet client needs as it 

won’t cease because market sentiment has shifted.

This is what Kishan Nadarajah, CEO Lankan Angel Network also believes. “With little competition and low valuations, this is the best time 

to invest in start-ups,” he told the Business Times. He added that funds such as the Digital Innovation Fund are eyeing more start-ups 

in key sectors. When the market is buoyant the valuations tend to go up. However, investing in this sector is riskier, but it needs to be 

patient funding, Mr. Nadarajah added.

“There are certain start-up companies in enterprise software, banking fintech, blockchain, cyber security, and banking software that we 

are looking at,” Mr. Nadarajah added.

quickhelp.lk which is a company Uberising the services subsector such as hairdressing, plumbing, electric wiring, woodworking etc 

recently received Rs. 21 million seed capital from the Lankan Angel Network. The fund has completed five such deals as of last December.

“We also see smaller deals happening which means lesser equity for the funders,” Mr. Nadarajah added. “We are looking at close to three 

more such deals this year,” he said.

He said that investments are in sectors like sustainable recycling, education, fintech, and hyper-local services.

Notably, this fund has invested 50% of its cash in female-centric start-ups. Mr. Nadarajah said that within the next few months, the Rs. 100 

million fund 1 will close, and fund 2 will start this year.

Prajeeth Balasubramanian, Co-Founder/Managing Partner – BOV Capital which funds early-stage companies, invested in three companies 

last year. 

(January 29, 2023, www.sundaytimes.lk) 



Luke MacGregor/Bloomberg

NEWS UPDATES FROM EUROPE

ECB Raises Interest Rates By 0.5%

The UK Finds Its Way to a Tougher Line on Crypto
By Helen Thomas

The European Central bank has raised interest rates in the Eurozone again by half a percentage point.

Earlier The Bank of England also raised its interest rate from 3.5% to 4%. It was already at its highest level for 14 years. 

The ECB also announced it would raise rates again in March by a further 0.5%.The ECB began raising rates in July to control inflation which 

hit 8.5% in the 20 countries using the euro in January. The bank said "Keeping interest rates at restrictive levels will over time reduce 

inflation by dampening demand and will also guard against the risk of a persistent upward shift in inflation expectations." ECB interest 

rates are now in a range between 2.5% and 3.25%, the highest since November 2008.

(February 2, 2023, www.euronews.lk)

It turns out the UK still wants to be a “global crypto hub”, which feels a bit 

like volunteering as the landing zone for the fiery wreckage of a plane crash.

Cryptocoins, crypto hype and the crypto bros went down in flames last year. 

About $2.2tn in market capitalisation of cryptoassets vanished globally 

in a 75% drop from the November 2021 peak. There have been multiple 

failures, scandals or frauds, involving so-called stable coins such as Terra, 

lending platforms including Celsius, and of course the collapse of Sam  

Bankman-Fried’s FTX crypto empire.

But as this week’s UK government’s consultation makes clear, crypto is going to be regulated — and in a broad way. Up to a tenth of UK 

adults are estimated to own cryptoassets, says the government, a figure that has doubled over the past couple of years. “By taking a wide 

set of powers, the UK is trying to future proof itself for a rapidly changing market,” said EY’s Chris Woolard, formerly interim boss of the 

Financial Conduct Authority. “The question is whether there are things that should be done short term to protect consumers and make 

space for the industry to develop.”

(February 2, 2023, www.financialtimes.lk)

Norway’s Gigantic Sovereign Wealth Fund Loses a 
Record $164 Billion, Citing ‘Very Unusual’ Year

Norway’s sovereign wealth fund reported a record loss of 1.64 trillion Norwegian kroner ($164 billion) for the whole of 2022, citing  

“very unusual” market conditions.

The so-called Government Pension Fund Global, among the world’s largest investors, returned -14.1% last year, which it said was 0.88 

percentage points better than the return on its benchmark index.

“The market was impacted by war in Europe, high inflation, and rising interest rates. This negatively impacted both the equity market 

and bond market at the same time, which is very unusual,” Norges Bank Investment Management CEO Nicolai Tangen said in a statement.

(February 3, 2023, www.cnbc.lk)
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Inflation across Europe has dropped for the third consecutive month in January, according to preliminary data shared by Eurostat,  

the European statistics agency. Eurozone annual inflation is expected to be down to 8.5% in January 2023, down from 9.2% in the previous 

month. 

In December 2022, inflation finally dropped from double figures after it surged to a 41-year high of 11.1% in October. In November, inflation 

started to decline and was estimated at 10.1%

Even as the majority of eurozone countries saw a decrease in inflation since the heights of October 2022, seven countries remain in the 

double digits in January.

Driven by energy and food, eurozone inflation set new records every month since November 2021. The situation had worsened since the 

spring with market disruptions related to the war in Ukraine. Unusually warm temperatures earlier in autumn and winter meant energy 

prices largely returned to pre-war levels, but energy remains the main driver of inflation in Europe. In January, increased energy prices 

contributed 17.2% to the total rate of inflation, while food, alcohol, and tobacco equaled 14.1%

The Baltic countries continue to be the hardest hit. 

Latvia, in particular, is experiencing the highest levels of inflation in the Eurozone at an estimated 21.6% in January, up from 20.7% in 

December, compared to 7.5% a year ago. In Lithuania and Estonia, inflation remains high at 18.4 and 18.8% respectively.

In five countries - Estonia, Spain, France, Latvia, and Austria - inflation increased in January.

The sharpest drops in inflation between December and January were in Belgium and the Netherlands, where it eased respectively by 2.7% 

and 2.6%

(February 1, 2023, www.euronews.lk)

World’s Longest Underwater Rail and Road Tunnel Will 
Connect Germany and Denmark By 2029

Denmark and Germany will soon be linked by an 18-kilometre-long  

underwater tunnel. The Fehmarnbelt Tunnel will be the longest 

combined rail and road tunnel anywhere in the world when it 

is completed in 2029.This ¤10 billion project - which crosses a 

stretch of the Baltic Sea known as the Fehmarn Belt - will connect 

Rødbyhavn on the Danish island of Lolland and Puttgarden in 

northern Germany.What the entrance of the tunnel could look like 
Copyright Femern A/S

Eurozone Inflation Dropped For A Third Month. Which 
Countries In Europe Are Still Feeling The Pinch?
By Luke Hurst  & Natalie Huet

The Green Deal Industrial Plan: Putting Europe's  
Net-Zero Industry in the Lead

The Commission presents a Green Deal Industrial Plan to enhance the competitiveness of Europe's net-zero industry and support the 

fast transition to climate neutrality. The Plan aims to provide a more supportive environment for the scaling up of the EU's manufacturing 

capacity for the net-zero technologies and products required to meet Europe's ambitious climate targets.

The Plan builds on previous initiatives and relies on the strengths of the EU Single Market, complementing ongoing efforts under the 

European Green Deal and REPowerEU. It is based on four pillars: a predictable and simplified regulatory environment, speeding up access 

to finance, enhancing skills, and open trade for resilient supply chains.

(February 1, 2023, www.europeancommission.lk)
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EU and Singapore Launch Digital Partnership

Google Commits to Give Consumers Clearer and More 
Accurate Information to Comply With EU Rules

The EU and Singapore are strengthening their cooperation as strategic partners. A key deliverable of the Digital Partnership, the Principles 

seek to facilitate the free flow of goods and services in the digital economy, while upholding privacy.

The EU-Singapore Digital Partnership reflects the dynamic relation the EU has built with an open and outward-oriented economy and a 

vibrant logistics and financial hub in South-East Asia. Both sides have agreed to work together on critical areas such as semiconductors, 

trusted data flows and data innovation, digital trust, standards, digital trade facilitation, digital skills for workers, and the digital 

transformation of businesses and public services. This Partnership is in line with the 2030 Digital Compass, the European way for the 

Digital Decade and represents another key step in the implementation of the EU's Indo-Pacific Strategy.

(February 1, 2023, www.europeancommission.lk)

Have you ever struggled to understand whether you were buying directly from Google or from a different brand, or had difficulty finding 

information about final costs? In order to further align its practices with EU law - mainly on lack of transparency and clear information 

to consumers - Google has committed to introduce changes in several of its products and services. Following a dialogue started in 2021 

with the Consumer Protection Cooperation Network (CPC), coordinated by the European Commission and led by the Dutch Authority for 

Consumers and Markets and the Belgian Directorate-General for Economic Inspection, Google has agreed to address issues raised by the 

authorities and to introduce changes in Google Store, Google Play Store, Google Hotels and Google Flights to ensure compliance with 

EU consumer rules.

(January 26, 2023, www.europeancommission.lk) 

Beyond Circular Fashion: A New Business Model For 
The Fashion Industry 

The current model of fast fashion is one of the main drivers of overconsumption, resource depletion and social exploitation. The impact 

of the current business model based on fast fashion has revealed detrimental social and environmental impacts.

The European Union (EU) has published a Textiles Strategy laying out how it plans to tackle this issue. Until now global textile corporations 

have been unable to articulate a proper vision of what sustainable fashion systems could look like.

As a result, there are a number of legislative initiatives aimed at restructuring the sector - mainly in the field of eco-design and waste 

management of textile products.

During the last decades, the use of cheap synthetic fibres has been fueling the current business model based on overproduction, combined 

with limited accountability for negative environmental and social impacts. This overproduction represents the biggest environmental 

impact of the fashion sector, way ahead of the impact of end-of-life management. Yet, the legislative tools considered to date focus on 

products and waste, rather than on systemic factors or business models. Since overproduction is a systemic feature of a growth-dependent 

business model, the current legislative measures and the latest EU textiles strategy leave the most significant point unaddressed.

The tunnel, will have two double-lane motorways and two electrified rail tracks. The journey through it will take 7 minutes by train and 10 

minutes by car, avoiding a 160 kilometer detour across the Danish mainland. Rail travel times from Hamburg in Germany to Copenhagen 

in Denmark will be cut from around 5 hours to less than 3.

A road link will replace an incredibly busy ferry service that carries millions of passengers a year, slashing travel times by almost an hour. 

Denmark is also planning to build high-speed electric rail lines to and from the tunnel. And train services will continue on past the Danish 

border to Sweden, Norway and Finland.

(February 1, 2023, www.euronews.lk)
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When looking at voluntary measures such as labels, which should help consumers to make sustainable choices, they are currently limited 

to toxicity, circularity, and transparency, but lack a systemic approach which could lead to fostering a desirable and sustainable business model.

The current push to increase the circularity of fashion products is a step in the right direction but insufficient to change the current 

business models. As a result, given the additional resources that are often required to produce quality and lasting products, the efforts 

of the sector to move towards sustainable production could paradoxically lead to a higher environmental impact if the model continues 

to be based on overproduction.

Given the novelty of the topic, there is not much literature, let alone consensus, as to what are the features of a sustainable, fair, and 

zero waste business model for textiles. Building on the best practices in the European market, we have identified 4 criteria which, when 

applied simultaneously, could be considered as key to identify what a virtuous business model that goes beyond circularity would look 

like. These are:

1. Design for physical and emotional durability;

2. Demand-driven production to phase out unsolds and discounts;

3. Full supply chain transparency and traceability post-sale;

4. Extending the use-phase after first ownership.

(January 2023, www. zerowasteeurope.eu)

After a Long, Cold Year, Investors Are Flocking Back  
To Europe

A European recession looked like a no-brainer just a few weeks ago, 

but that picture has changed dramatically, and investors have started 

pouring money into the region’s stocks, currency and bonds.

Warmer temperatures and well-filled gas storage facilities mean 

there’s less concern about power shortages and sky-high energy bills.  

That, along with China reopening its economy at breakneck speed, 

promises a boost for Europe’s export-oriented economy.

JPMorgan has raised its forecast for euro zone first-quarter economic 

growth to 1% from a contraction of 0.5%, echoing a similar move from 

Goldman Sachs earlier this month.

The euro is set for its largest three-month gain against the dollar since 2011, having risen nearly 10%.

European stocks have vastly outperformed their U.S. peers. The euro STOXX benchmark has beaten its U.S. peer, the S&P 500, by over 18% 

points since September. Morgan Stanley says this is its best outperformance in 20 years relative to Wall Street.

Dutch natural gas futures, a regional benchmark, have fallen back to where they were before Russia invaded Ukraine and are down 80% 

from their August peak.

Investors are allocating cash back to European equities and cutting exposure to Wall Street, where pricey tech stocks are getting 

hammered by rising rates.

In terms of valuations, European blue-chips are trading at a multiple of around 13, compared with a ratio of around 20 for the S&P 500, 

according to Refinitiv data. That 7-point premium is well above the five-year average of 1.5, suggesting that European shares look cheap 

compared to the U.S.

Roberto Lottici, portfolio manager at Banca Ifigest in Milan, recently sold his Amazon position to buy European banks like Intesa,  

BNP or Santander, and utilities.

That said, not everyone is upbeat.

BofA European equity strategists, for example are “positioned against (the) consensus view”, as they feel recent monetary tightening,  

the harshest in four decades, will lead to a recession, which will drag down stocks.

(January 23, 2023, www.reuters.lk)



MEMBER NEWS UPDATES
Rolf Blaser of Baurs Named ‘Most Admired CEO of  
the Year’

Four Sri Lankan Companies at Ambiente 2023

ComBank Announces Attractive Benefits for Foreign 
Currency Account Holders

Rolf Blaser, CEO and Managing Director of A. Baur & Co. Pvt Ltd. also known as Baurs, 

a leading conglomerate with diversified business interests among various sectors in 

the country, was recently bestowed with the ‘Most Admired CEO of the Year 2022’ 

title in recognition of his visionary leadership, resilience, and growth-innovation 

mindset inevitably displayed throughout last year despite the many challenges. 

Ambiente 2023, opened its doors in Frankfurt am Main on 10th February. It offers such a 

comprehensive overview of the global range of consumer goods.

Around 4,500 exhibitors from 83 countries are welcoming 160 nations to the latest innovations 

and trends from all over the world. The following companies are participating from Sri Lanka: 

Art Decoration, Dankotuwa Porcelain, Gospel House Handicrafts and Jawana Graphics.  

They are exhibiting with the products covering interior decoration items, handicrafts, 

kitchen accessories and craft and artists. The next Ambiente will be held in 2024 in 

Frankfurt Germany.

(February 12, 2023, www.sundaytimes.lk)

Commercial Bank of Ceylon has announced attractive new benefits for holders of foreign currency accounts with immediate effect.

The customers who open new foreign currency accounts would be eligible to receive these benefits, which include an international debit 

card free of charge, free registration for ComBank Digital and a waiver of the first year’s fee for the ComBank Digital Online Banking 

facility, the bank said. The offer is valid for personal foreign currency accounts (PFAs) as well as FC Plus accounts at Commercial Bank.

(February 8, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Rolf Blaser

The Art Decoration stall at Ambiente 2023

DFCC Bank-CDB Strategic Partnership to Expand 
Inward Remittance Services

DFCC Bank PLC, one of Sri Lanka’s most trusted banks and a leader in inward 

remittances, has partnered with Citizens Development Business Finance PLC (CDB), 

one of the top four largest non-banking financial institutions (NBFIs) in Sri Lanka, 

to promote convenient access to inward remittances. CDB is the 10th financial 

institution to become a partner on the Lanka Money Transfer (LMT) platform, a 

comprehensive, secure, seamless and reliable remittances platform designed, 

created and operated by DFCC Bank PLC. 

(February 8, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Hosted by The CEO Magazine, the 2022 CEO of the Year Awards was held at Cinnamon Lakeside Colombo on February 1 and saw the 

participation of some of the most renowned personalities who steer and drive Sri Lanka’s corporate sector and economy forward. 

(February 6, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)



MEMBER NEWS UPDATES
SAGT Partners University of Sri Jayewardenepura to 
Rehabilitate Benthara River Mangrove Complex

Advantis 3PL Plus Unveils Central Logistics Hub in 
Thulhiriya

South Asia Gateway Terminals Ltd. (SAGT), 

Sri Lanka’s first Public Private Partnership 

Container Terminal and flagship entity of 

the Board of Investment, partnered with the 

Center for Sustainability (CFS), University of 

Sri Jayewardenepura to carry out a mangrove 

restoration project together with the 

Enhancing its capabilities as a 

third-party logistics provider, 

Advantis 3PL Plus, a subsidiary 

of the Hayleys Advantis Group, 

unveiled a state-of-the-art Central 

Logistics Hub in Thulhiriya, 

Kegalle. 

Hayleys Chairman and Chief Executive Mohan Pandithage cut the ribbon at the ceremonial opening of  
the Central Logistics Hub in Thulhiriya, Kegalle

implementation of an agroforestry system on five acres of land in the Benthara River Mangrove Complex situated in Galatara, Iththapana 

for a period of five years.

(February 7, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Sri Lankan Corporates Starting Agricultural Cycle
By Duruthu Edirimuni Chandrasekera

Leading apparel manufacturer, Hirdaramani Group started ‘Hirdaramani Waga Sangramaya’ through which they have set up vegetable 

gardens in factories and incentivise employees to do the same in their homes. 

Inthaaj Careem, General Manager – Human Resources, Administration and Compliance at Hirdaramani Industries, said this project was 

initiated at the onset of COVID-19 in mid-2019. With the economic crisis last year, the company had done it with more vigour in 11 work 

locations representing 12,500 direct employees with Hirdaramani starting a model home garden in each site.

The company started two more such projects called H I Mega Waga Sangramaya targeting large lands in the company amounting to 10 

acres in total, along with H I Praja Waga Sangramaya which is aimed at communities in the areas. The produce from this project was sold 

at half the price of that of the economic centres. 

(February 5, 2023, www.sundaytimes.lk)

Strategically located near the Central Expressway, the 60,000-square-foot facility will act as one of the main hubs for the Integrated 

Logistics Cluster operations of the Group, enhancing its end-to-end logistics services from supply chain procurement to warehousing and 

delivery. Moreover, the last-mile pick-up and drop-off service was officially launched at the location, displaying the subsidiary’s efforts 

exerted towards strengthening the final phase of the delivery process to end customers.

(February 7, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)



MEMBER NEWS UPDATES
NDB Bank Receives Carbon Footprint Certification

‘Sri Lanka Climate Fund’ (SLCF) is South Asia’s first ISO 14065 

Accredited Organisation and SLCF’s accredited certification 

applies to NDB’s Head Office and network of Branches in the 

island. Carbon footprinting is an assessment and reporting 

methodology that enables companies to more accurately 

calculate Carbon emissions and identify areas for improvement. 

(February 5, 2023, www.sundayobserver.lk)

Director, Sri Lanka Climate Fund, Dr. B. M. S. Batagoda presents  
the certificate to NDB CEO Dimantha Seneviratne

Mark Surgenor, Chief Executive Officer HSBC Sri Lanka and Maldives speaking 
at a media event to launch the second edition of the Future Lions programme. 
Also in the photograph is Shalindri Malawana - General Manager Olu Tropical 

Water, Michael Perera Magala - President Sri Lanka golf, Niloo Jayatilake - 
Chairperson Junior Development Golf and Dishan Fernando - General Manager 

Business Development MAS

Sri Lanka Golf, HSBC Partner Again For HSBC Future 
Lions Grassroots Programme

The HSBC Future Lions Golf grassroots programme, conducted 

for the second time in a partnership between Sri Lanka Golf 

(SLG) and HSBC, will be held from February 24 to April 9. The 

programmer is targeted at children between the ages of 9 and 

12 to introduce the sport to them and provide the opportunity 

to develop their skills. 

(February 3, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

SLT, Singer, Kelani Valley Plantations and Hayleys Win 
Gold at SAFA Awards in Nepal

Four Sri Lankan companies including leading conglomerates 

clinched the Gold awards at the prestigious SAFA Best 

Presented Annual Report Awards 2021, organised by the South 

Asian Federation of Accountants (SAFA) which was held in 

Kathmandu, Nepal in the presence of SAFA outgoing President 

Hennayake Bandara, SAFA Improvement in Transparency, 

Accountability and Governance Committee Chairperson and 

CA Sri Lanka Council Member Anoji de Silva.

Sri Lanka Telecom PLC (SLT) won the Gold award under the Communication and Information Technology sector while Singer Sri Lanka 

PLC won Gold for the Service sector (excluding Financial Services and Communication and IT sector). Kelani Valley Plantations PLC was 

adjudged Gold winner under the Agricultural sector and Hayleys PLC was a joint Gold winner in the Diversified Holdings sector.

The SAFA Best Presented Annual Report Awards is deemed as one of the most prestigious accolades for financial reporting in the South 

Asian region, with companies from Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal participating at the annual event which promotes 

transparency, accountability and good governance.

(February 3, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)



MEMBER NEWS UPDATES

JKH Excels In Top Line in 3Q; High Interest Costs 
Impact PBT

Singer Sri Lanka Unveils All-New Loyalty Programme

Singer Sri Lanka PLC recently launched its all-new Singer RED loyalty programme, which is open to anyone who makes a purchase at 

Singer. Through the Singer RED loyalty programme, each purchase earns RED points and enables customers to become a member of the 

programme. Once a customer earns 1000 RED points, they can start enjoying exclusive benefits and customised offerings. Customers can 

also view their balance RED points and the loyalty tier by simply entering their NIC at http://singersl.com/loyalty.

(February 1, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)

On 31st January 2023, diversified blue chip John Keells Holdings 

(JKH) reported impressive growth in revenue and operating 

profit for the third quarter but profit before tax (PBT) was 

impacted by much higher interest costs in comparison to a year 

earlier.

The Group revenue grew in 3Q by 27% to Rs. 68.24 billion and 

by 47% to Rs.208.82 billion in the first nine months of FY23. 

Group earnings before interest expense, tax, depreciation 

and amortisation (EBITDA) grew by 9% to Rs.10.41 billion in 

3Q.Cumulative Group EBITDA for the first nine months rose by 

60% to Rs. 33.04 billion.

Group profit before tax (PBT) declined by 53% to Rs. 2.91 billion in 3Q and excluding the impact of the one-off deferred tax charge, it was 

a 41% increase to Rs. 3.68 billion in 3Q.

Profit attributable to equity holders of the parent grew by 60% to Rs. 1.98 billion in 3Q and for the nine months it was up by a similar 

percentage to Rs. 14.87 billion.

(February 1, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

SHMA Facilitates Nestlé Lanka’s Drive to Upskill 
Hospitality Professionals in the Country

The Swiss Hotel Management Academy (SHMA) of A. Baur & 

Co. Ltd. recently partnered with Nestlé Lanka PLC as part of its 

private sector synergies aimed at upskilling young and rising 

talent in the sector.

SHMA is licensed to deliver the Vocational Education Training 

(VET) by EHL Professional Diploma program from the pioneer 

in hospitality education since 1893 with over 25,000 alumni 

worldwide and over 120 nationalities. 
From left: Gerard Mendis, Nestlé Lanka Managing Director Jason Avanceña, 

Baurs MD and CEO Rolf Blaser and SLHGA VP Patrick Pereira

The primary objective of this private sector synergy is to equip many with a world class education from VET by EHL, building on their 

years of experience. 

(January 31, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)



MEMBER NEWS UPDATES
HNB Partners With Pay&Go to Enable Card Acceptance 
Solutions for SMEs

Cargills Bank Launches Remittance Promotion

Hayleys Agriculture Launches Superior ‘Agrotech’ 
Groundnut Thresher

Further strengthening the partnership 

with MegaPay (Pvt) Ltd, one of  

Sri Lanka’s largest private sector banks, 

HNB PLC partnered with Pay&Go,  

a leading digital payment solution 

provider, to introduce an accessible and 

affordable card payment acceptance 

solution for Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) in Sri Lanka. 

Cargills Bank has partnered with Cargills Food City to provide a 5% discount on customers’ total bills,  

when they withdraw remittances at any Cargills Food City outlet, islandwide to support customers receiving 

inward remittances.

This partnership is part of Cargills Bank’s many initiatives to encourage inward remittances and provide 

extra value for remittance customers. Cargills Food City maintains over 500 outlets across the Island,  

open for business from 8 am to 10 pm, 365 days of the year.

(January 29, 2023, www.sundayobserver.lk)

Hayleys Agriculture Holdings Ltd. has recently launched the Agrotech groundnut thresher that utilises innovative technology to remove 

groundnut pods.

Powered by electricity, Agrotech groundnut thresher has an output of 50-60 kg per hour compared to the 30 kg per day output from 

manual threshing. Most importantly, this machine causes minimum or no damage to groundnut pods, making it one of the best investments 

for a farmer. The most compelling features of the Agrotech groundnut thresher are that it is portable and easy to operate. The manual 

threshing process is time-consuming, leads to a high cost of production and labour. By using the thresher, the farmer can get the same job 

done quickly and easily. It becomes the perfect solution for the labour shortages and it can be operated by the farmer himself.

(January 26, 2023, www.dailyft.lk)

Lasantha Mahendrarajah

Through this partnership, SME entrepreneurs will be facilitated with advance POS system that will enable them to expand using both 

contact, contactless and QR transactions through Pay&Go Android POS terminals.  

(January 31, 2023, www.dailymirror.lk)



The Serendipity Collection 

is an exclusive luxury villa 

collection that thrives on 

brilliance in architectural 

significance or has inspiring 

historical relevance. It’s 

a collection that literally 

NEW MEMBERSHIPS
Serendipity Collection

delivers the unexpected in terms of discovering stunning locations 

and an environment that never ceases to surprise its guests. From vast 

landscapes to breathtaking views, the collection of properties is all 

unique in its own way. They also boast vast acreage of garden space 

and secret passages to their own private beaches.

At the Serendipity Collection, our focus is on providing an 

experience that would leave you with memories that would 

be cherished and would bring you back to explore the other 

adventures we have planned for your next visit. We aim to 

redefine luxury focusing on experiences, natural and locally 

sourced fresh produce, wellness, relaxation, and the sheer 

admiration of what our properties have an offer in terms of 

design and comfort.

Website: www.theserendipitycollection.com 



MEMBER ARTICLES
ATG Lanka (Private) Limited receives the prestigious 
Great Place to Work® Certification

ATG Lanka (Private) Limited, yet again, achieved another favourite milestone in its journey towards excellence. 

It has now joined fellow global businesses across the world, as a certified Great Place to Work® member. The 

international recognition comes after an extensive independent evaluation of ATG’s long-standing values and 

principles practiced within the work culture. 

How it happened

Backed by 30 years of in-depth research and surveys on over 100 million 

employees, Great Place to Work® is often considered an impartial 

global authority on workplace culture research and consulting. 

It quantifies key areas of the life of an employee at any workplace; 

credibility, respect, fairness, pride, camaraderie, and trust.

A minimum sample of 5000 ATG employees was selected by Great Place to Work® in Sri Lanka, late last year, by random stratified 

method (proportionately based on the number of employees in each unit of the group so that the sample is representative of the group)

It was concluded that ATG Lanka (Private) Limited offers a working climate to its employees where moral recognition for quality 

performance, a strong sense of team spirit, fair payment as well as exciting opportunities for training and career benefits, over three decades.  

It all boils down to just one thing

The employee experience is not fundamentally determined by whether a company is 

privately owned or publicly traded, whether its employees are hourly or salaried, or whether 

a company writes software in Silicon Valley or manufactures automobiles in Germany.  

The key ingredient is deceptively simple; trust. 

ATG is persistent in asking these four cardinal questions to 

safeguard its business sustainability as highlighted by the Great 

Place to Work®; do our employees think the organization is a 

great workplace, do our practices help create a great workplace, 

do our managers create a great workplace and is our organization 

recognized as a great workplace. 

ATG is committed to creating a workplace that is characterized 

by a high trust and high-performance culture which is able to 

maximize human potential through effective leaders, meaningful 

values and a deep foundation of trust with all employees regardless of who they are or what they do for the organization. We deliberately 

choose leaders who are competent, communicative, and honest so that our employees feel respected both as professionals and individuals, 

while having a fair chance at career and personal success. 

ATG’s efforts at unconventional human resource management techniques were also recognized by the prestigious ‘Sedex Members 

Ethical Trade Audit’ which evaluated its access to suppliers, monitored the health and safety of the workforce, and zero tolerance of 

human rights abuses such as child and forced labor.

Devotion to a sustainable workplace has indeed paved the way for us to have an unmistakable impact on our employee recruitment and 

retention, financial performance, as well as resilience to ride out any economic downturns, over the years.

Great Place to Work® Certification is a testament to ATG’s clear social purpose which reinforces the Group’s Mission, Vision, and Values.

The Certification is time bound for a period of one year from the time of completing the evaluation process.  ATG Lanka (Private) Limited 

will be certified from December 2022 to December 2023.



THE JOURNEY OF INDEPENDENCE 
A WALK DOWN THE MEMORY LANE

Once known as Ceylon, Sri Lanka has a graceful history. Commencing from the Naga-Yakka civilization to arrival of Prince Vijaya and his 

700 followers to transitioning of successive ancient kingdoms, the journey of Sri Lanka has been wonderful. The country then passed a 

path of colonization over years. Let us dive more to learn about this Sri Lankan Historic Saga.

Sri Lanka experienced varying degrees of rule from several the prominent European powers of the time: the Portuguese (1505-1658), the 

Dutch (1658-1796) and the British (1802-1948). Between WW I and WW II, political stirrings started to push Sri Lanka towards eventual 

independence from Britain – but in a considerably more peaceful and low-key manner than in India. Sri Lanka became a full republic on 

May 22, 1972 and is formally known as the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. 

The first Prime Minister of Sri Lanka was Don Stephen Senanayake, who is widely known as the Father of the Nation. In 1972, William 

Gopallawa became the first President of Sri Lanka, replacing the British Empire’s Governor.

The first European ruler in Sri Lanka was the Portuguese. Their presence in the island lasted from 1505 to 1658. Their arrival was largely 

accidental, and the Portuguese sought control of commerce, rather than territory. The Portuguese were later drawn into the internal 

politics of the island with the political upheaval of the ‘Wijayaba Kollaya’. They built a series of coastal forts and seized control of much 

of Sri Lankas coastline, driving the Sinhalese to the hill country.

The first Prime Minister of Ceylon Hon.D.S.Senanayake signing the Independence document in 1948

The Dutch rule in the island was 

implemented through the ‘Dutch East 

India Company’, a trading company 

established in 1602 primarily to safeguard 

Dutch trade interests in the Indian ocean. 

Starting from taking over the coastal 

lands, the Dutch expanded their rule 

towards southern, south-western and 

western Sri Lanka. In 1665, they expanded 

their territory to the east-coast and took 

control of majority of cinnamon growing lands 

in the country. During their rule, the country 

was divided into three administrative divisions, 

namely, Colombo, Galle and Jaffna.

The British East India’s Company’s conquest of 

Ceylon, the name British gave for Sri Lanka at 

the time, occurred during the time of French 

Revolution. The British initially administered 

the island from Chennai, India, however, in 1802, 

Ceylon was made a crowned colony of the 

British Kingdom.
Ceylon’s first Prime Minister D.S.Senanayake raises the flag on 4th February 1948 on 

Independence Day at the Independence Hall in Colombo.

The country’s independence movement was a political movement aimed at gaining independence from the British governance. The struggle 

against the colonial power began in 1817 with the Uva Rebellion against British rule which was defeated by the British. An attempt at 

rebellion sparked again briefly in 1830. In 1848 the abortive Matale Rebellion, led by Hennedige Francisco Fernando (Puran Appu) and 

Gongalegoda Banda was the first transitional step towards abandoning the feudal form of revolt. 



The First-Independence-Day of Ceylon February-4-1948

Independence-Day Celebrations over the years

In December 1919, nationalist political party, Ceylon National Congress was formed and it played a vital role in the journey of attaining 

independence. The founding President was Sir Ponnambalam Ramanathan.

The youth of the country was highly involved in the independence movement. Dharmapala’s ethnic group paved the way for youth to 

take the lead in this movement. However it’s the Tamil Youth in Jaffna who initiated the youth leagues. One such later got popular as the 

Jaffna Youth Congress (JYC). They were in the view that Donoughmore reforms did not concede sufficient self-governance. More youth 

leagues came up from South of Sri Lanka who were intellectuals who have returned from British, after completing their higher education 

in other states. These youth leagues took part in several activities which influenced the journey of independence. Suriya-Mal Movement 

and Formation of Lanka Sama Samaja Party are some of them.

With the Colebrook reforms, many income paths arose. Cast 

system diminished and a new middle-class was formed.  

The new middle class comprised of educated businessmen who 

have completed their higher education in foreign countries. 

Their involvement was highly evident when considering the 

Independence Day history of Sri Lanka.

However, British appointed the Soulbury Commission. They were 

to study and make recommendations for Sri Lanka constitutional 

reforms. The report of the Soulboury Commission came out in 

September 1945 which recommended a constitution 

that offers Sri Lankans the full power of country’s 

internal activities. Yet, the British authorities 

declared nothing regarding the independence 

of Sri Lanka. With many struggles and efforts,  

two months before the scheduled parliament 

election, the British granted Sri Lanka the freedom 

to be an independent country.

In August 1947, the first parliamentary election took place and the United Nationals Party, with the leadership of D.S.Senanayake, 

established a government. However the British still had power in foreign affairs and military. The reason behind this is to keep control of 

the significant strategic location of Sri Lanka which was beneficial for foreign affairs and military activities. However, on 4th February 

1948, the British approved Ceylon Freedom Act and Sri Lanka became an independent nation.

The first parliament of the independent Sri Lanka was assembled on 10th February 1948 and D.S. Senanayake, took down the British flag 

and hoisted the Sri Lankan national flag. 

Even after receiving independence, Sri Lanka remained as a dominion state until it achieved the status of republic on 22nd May 1972.  

The first Prime Minister of Sri Lanka was D.S.Senanayake and William Gopallawe became the first President of Sri Lanka.

The independence day of Sri Lanka is observed by Sri Lankan diaspora communities in countries such as Canada, Australia, Singapore, 

Germany and the United States.

THE LION FLAG OF SRI LANKA
The National flag of Sri Lanka represents the country and its heritage with its 

distinct symbols. 

The lion on the flag appeared for the first time when King Vijaya has arrived in 

Sri Lanka. King Dutugemunu (161-137 BC to164-140BC) is said to have carried a 

banner depicting a Lion, carrying a sword in his right paw with the sun and the 

moon. This flag has been used until 1815. In 2nd March 1815, when the country 

was colonized and came under the British rule, The Union flag became the 

National flag. 

When the country gained independence in 1948, the first president of independent Ceylon, Hon. D. S. Senanayake, hoisted the Lion 

Flag at the Independence Day celebration. This flag depicted a yellow lion holding a sword in its right paw, on a dark red background.  

It also had a yellow border with four pinnacles of a Buddhist dageba in the four corners. 

The National Flag Committee was established in March 1948 and on March 2nd, 1951, further changes were made with the addition of the 

green and orange coloured bands to represent the Muslim and Tamil communities respectively. The final change was made in 1972 where 

the 4 pinnacles in each corner were changes to stylized leaves of the Bo (Pipul) tree, a Buddhist symbol. 



The European Chamber of Commerce Begins 2023 with 
‘Wine Evening 2023’ and signing MoU with  
The Sri Lanka - France Business Council to Facilitate a 
Mutually Beneficial Partnership 

ECCSL EVENTS

The European Chamber of Commerce of Sri Lanka (ECCSL) in 

collaboration with the Sri Lanka France Business Council and the 

Ceylon Chamber of Commerce, organized an exclusive business 

networking event “Wine Evening-2023” on 16th February at The 

Galle Face Hotel, Colombo. 

This was the first event hosted by ECCSL for year 2023 and 

we are pleased to experience a very healthy participation 

especially from our prestigious members. His Excellency  

Mr. Jean-François Pactet, Ambassador of France to Sri Lanka 

and the Maldives attended the event as the Chief Guest 

along with representatives of European Missions in Sri Lanka,  

Sri Lanka Government Ministry Representatives, leading business 

leaders and esteemed guest invitees. The event was an excellent 

opportunity for companies to meet senior people from a wide range 

of industries, to build new connections and grow their businesses 

and was well received by both ECCSL members, members of  

Sri Lanka France Business Council and Sri Lankan business 

community alike.

We are excited to announce the establishment of a corporate 

partnership between ECCSL and the Sri Lanka France Business 

Council which was celebrated during the event by signing a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) by Mr Hatem Rajabdeen, 

President of ECCSL and Mr Ashiq Lafir, President of Sri Lanka 

France Business Council outlining the collaboration’s terms for 

future cooperation in various areas of mutual interest. 

The Wine Evening 2023 was enriched with a variety of interesting activities inclusive of a breathtaking fashion show to showcase a 

‘Couture Collection’ inspired by the House of Schiaparelli and Frida Kahlo conducted by the International Academy of Fashion and 

Mod’Art International Paris – Sri Lanka Branch. 

We are grateful for the very generous contribution of the 4 Platinum sponsors, 7 Gold sponsors and 14 E-banner sponsors.  

Future Fibres Lanka (Private) Limited, HSBC, Teejay Lanka PLC and GAIA Green Energy Holdings were the platinum sponsors while Sail 

Lanka, Puritas (Pvt) Ltd, IWS Holdings - Shak Tea Energy drink, United Tobacco Processing, CMA CGM Lanka, CEVA Logistics and CHRYSO /  

Saint-Gobain Construction Chemicals were the Gold sponsors. 

As a part of its commitment to our members, ECCSL will continue to organise events and forums of this nature to facilitate enhancement 

of trade and business connections between Sri Lanka and Europe.
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